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SEE YOU ALL
AT THE COBBER
GAME TOMORROW

VOL. XIX

THE MiSTlC
MOORHEAD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Moorhead, Minnesota, Jan. 9, 1930

BUILDING BILL IS
LEFT UNALTERED
STATE COMMISSION
REQUESTS
$765,000 OF LEGISLATURE FOR
NEW BUILDINGS

An appropriation of $765,000 for
new buildings at the College and
$53,000 to reimburse the Alumni As
sociation, Incorporated, of M. S. T. C.,
for the six residences provided by the
Alumni for their Alma Mater, is the
recommendation of the State Com
mission on administration and finance
to the Minnesota legislature, which
convened this week at the capitol, St.
Paul. The report was made by A. J.
Peterson, commissioner.
Olson Takes Office.

The amounts thus recommended are
the same as those requested by the
State Teachers College board follow
ing the visitation of that body to the
campus last summer to survey the sit
uation resulting from the fire of last
February which destroyed three build
ings on the campus.
Governor Floyd B. Olson gave his
inaugural address Wednesday of this
week, recommending improvements
for state institutions, erection of a
new state office building, and expan
sion of the state highway program as
the main features of his employment
program, together with other recom
mendations.

Miss Martinson Speaks
On Norway in Assembly

<8>
<$>
<»
T o n i g h t — F r e s h m a n P a r t y , E x  <S>
FORTHCOMING EVENTS

"Norway no longer is the country
our fathers have told us of. It is go
ing through an industrial revolution
and although the people suffer at
present from the high taxes, the ad
vantages derived from the numerous
modern inventions tend to offset that
handicap."
So said Miss Mollie Martinson, for
mer Moorhead woman, in her address
to the faculty and students during
last Wednesday's assembly.

FACULTY SCATTER
DURING HOLIDAYS

change.
Tomorrow, 8:00 p. m.—M. S. T.
C. vs. Concordia, Ar
moryPep Squad Dance.
Jan. 13—Debate, M. S. T. C. vs.
Concordia, Auditorium.

<8>
•$>
<®>
•$>

•$>
M A N Y V I S I T R E L A T I V E S A N D <•>
FRIENDS;
MR. BALLARD
<•>
TRAVELS FURTHEST
<S>
<8>
"Weather about like ours in May, <$•
little frosts and the Calla lilies in <$•

<s>
<s>
<e>
<$>

NO. 3

DRAGON CAGERS TO OPPOSE COBBERS IN
TRADITIONAL BATTLE; DOWN ABERDEEN
Dragon Basketeers to Pit Skill Against Ancient Rivals Tomorrow
Night; Win From Aberdeen and Gardner in
Holiday Contests.

<8>
<s>

<8>
<8>

<$>
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Jan. 10—Concordia, here.
Jan. 15—Mayville, there.
Jan. 23—Wahpeton, here.
Jan. 30—Valley City, there.
Feb. 7—Jamestown, here.
Feb. 11—Wahpeton, there.
Feb. 13—Valley City, here.
Mar. 1—Jamestown, there.
Concordia—(3 games, dates
not fixed.)

LET'S BEAT
THE COBBERS
TOMORROW NIGHT

<S>
<§>
<S>

Continuing the intense rivalry of former years, the Dragon's
old traditional rivals, the highly touted "Cobbers", will meet the
undefeated Dragon hoopsters in the first unit of a three-game
series, Saturday night, at 8:00 o'clock.
Concordia this year has one of the strongest teams in its
history. Besides having the greater portion of last year's veter-

TOUR ITINERARY
NOW ANNOUNCED

<$>
COLLEGE FIELD TRIP INCLUDES
STOP AT EDUCATORS MEET
IN DENVER
<§>

ans returning, they have been
strengthened by the addition of three
all-state men from the championship
Moorhead High School teams of for
mer years. These three men are
"Pat" Hilde, Earl Moran, and "Bud"
Malvey, all of whom will probably be
in the starting lineup against the
Dragons January 10.
By virtue of defeating the Aberdeen
Normal team and the Gardner Inde
pendents, the Dragons show every in
dication of having another high-scor
ing combination this year.
Lien to Start.
Of the new men Marshall Lien
shows the most promise and may get
the call opposite Halmrast at the cen
ter position.
Last year's regulars
will fill
the other positions: "Bill"
Robinson and "Herb" Moberg, last
year's high scoring pair, will be at
the forward positions again; while
"Chet" Gilpin and John Ingersoll, last
year's dependable guards, will be at
the guard posts. Hank Booher, an
other of last year's veterans, will also
be ready for guard duty. Mattson and
Bringgold have been showing consid
erable promise in games before the
holidays and may see action against
Concordia.
Gilpin, Robinson Star.
In a charity game before Christmas
the Dragons defeated the Aberdeen
Normal aggregation 35-23 in a one
sided game during which the Dragon
regulars ran up a 33-12 score, only to
have the reserves lose some of that
commanding lead. During the first
half the Dragon defense was impreg
nable, and they held the visitors to
one lone field
goal. "Chet" Gilpin,
last year's captain, was the stellar
-perfottner—-ttoieiwn—work; and - R+il
Robinson continued his unerring goal
shooting, being credited with 17 points
during the game.
The College team also had a prac
tice session with the Gardner Inde
pendents during the holidays and Lien
stayed over to help the Dragons show
the Independents how college basket
ball is played by running up a high
score of 133-36.

Continuing its practice of offering
the best possible in travel study
courses, the Geography Department of
the College has mapped a tour of the
western United States for the 1931
vacation season which will give peo
ple who are interested in tours of this
sort an opportunity to receive credit
for the time spent.
EACH ORGANIZATION IS GIVEN
The tour will begin July 24, with a
SET HOUR FOR ANNUAL
trip to Denver, Colorado, where per
GROUP PICTURE
sons making the journey will have an
opportunity to attend the sessions of
Looking forward to the issuance of
the World Federation of Educational
the 1931 Dragon yearbook, all organ
Associations, which will be held
izations and activity groups are asked
there from July 27 to July 31. Miss
by Evelyn Cook, Album editor, and
Lommen, of the Education depart
Orvin Richardson, activities editor, to
ment, offers two quarter hours of ad
have their group photos taken begin
ditional credit for attendance at these
ning
on
Monday.
The'
various
pic
TO OPPOSE COBBERS ON FREE
meetings, besides the four quarter
tures will be taken at times as sched
TRADE; "U" OF PITTSBURG
hours given for the rest of the tour.
uled below during the coming week.
HERE FEBRUARY 4
As in the tour of the eastern United
Any organization not appearing at the
States and Canada last summer, this
scheduled
time
will
have
to
take
the
Culminating two weeks' applied
responsibility of arranging for an off- tour will be made in a new Grey
study on the perplexing and evercampus
picture if desirous of being hound passenger bus and will be
present question, free trade, the men's
headed by Mr. Schwendeman of the
represented
in the 1931 Praeceptor.
affirmative debate trio will exchange
Geography department. The itiner
The schedule is as follows: Mon
volleys with the Concordia negative
ary as given below will be followed
day, January 12, 3:00-3:45 — Student
speakers in the Auditorium on Janu
Travels in West.
quite closely, although it is so plan
Commission,
MiSTiC
staff,
Y.
W.
C.
A.,
ary 13 at 8:00 o'clock. The names of
Miss Frick also spent her vacation
ned that minor changes may easily be
those on the Dragon team have not in the West, traveling with her fa and the Art Club. 3:45-5:45—Band, made.
been definitely announced as yet, but ther. The greater part of their vaca Pep Squad, Nancio Club, Newman
July 24—Moorhead to Sioux City,
will be selected from the group of tion was spent in and about Seattle, Club, Pi Delta Sigma, Kappa Pi, De
Iowa;
July 25—Sioux City to North
bate,
Geography
Council.
nine men now working on the ques Washington, however.
Miss HolraWednesday, January 14: 3:45-5:45— Platte; July 26—North Platte to
tion. The battle of words Thursday quist favored the Rocky Mountain dis
evening will center on the issue: "Re trict, enjoying the holidays at the Double Male Quartet, Chapel Choir, ver; July 27-31 (inclusive) at Denver
(World Federation of Educational As
solved: that the nations of the world home of her mother, Mrs. John Holm- Orchestra (String), Radio Club, Girls'
sociations Meet).
should adopt a policy of free trade." quist, at Denver, Colorado.
Glee Club, Jeanne D'Arc Club, AlAug. 1—Denver to Glencoe, Garden
Following the Cobber tilt, the de
Although Miss Williams spent a thaia.
of the Gods, Pike's Peak (Glencoe is
baters will turn to the study of the part of her vacation in Moorhead, she
Friday, January 16: 3:45-5:45—Dra
question, "Resolved: that the various did go to her home in Bismarck in matic Club, Alpha Psi Omega, Coun at base of Peak); Aug. 2—Glencoe to
states should enact compulsory unem time to see the North Dakota state try Life Club, Alpha Theta Xi, Delta Pueblo; Aug. 3—Pueblo to Mesa
Verde National Park, also Aztec
ployment insurance laws," the nega capitol building burn.
Mu, Pi Mu Phi, Gamma Nu.
Ruins; Aug. 4—At Mesa Verde; Aug.
tive side of which question they will
Monday, January 19: 3:45-5:00—Y.
Miss Lumley took part in a family
defend against the onslaught of the reunion at the home of her sister and M. C. A., Alpha Sigma Rho, Sigma Pi, 5—Mesa Verde to Holbrook, Ariz.,
Petrified Forest at Holbrook. Very
University of Pittsburg exponents.
brother-in-law, Dr. and Mrs. L. G. Owls, "M" Club, Praeceptor.
probably the overnight stop will be at
This promises to be a debate of sizz Smith, at Montevideo, Minnesota.
<§>
Andamana, Ariz., to avoid doubling ^
ling intensity as the easterners hurl During this family gathering a sister
KAPPA PI MEETS
FROM TRAPEZE ARTISTS
for view of the petrified forests. Aug. <$>
their weighty arguments against the of Miss Lumley and Mrs. Smith was
Kappa Pi society met for the first 6—Holbrook to Grand Canyon, Paint <8> t o f o o l s w h o c a n a s k q u e s t i o n s , •>
impenetrable breastwork of the Drag
time in 1931 last Tuesday. The get- ed Desert; Aug. 7 — Grand Canyon; <s- f r o m l o n e l i n e s s i n a l i t t l e f o r - •
married.
on trio.
Miss Hayes also spent her vacation together was in the nature of a busi Aug. 8 — Grand Canyon to Needles
eign
settlement among the
Teachers League Formed.
( Continued on page 6 )
ness meeting.
Aug. 9—Needles to San Bernardino, <?> S o u t h D a k o t a h i l l s t o w o m a n ' s
The above-mentioned tilts are the
Mojave Desert; Aug. 10—San Ber <8> p l a c e i n l i f e , t h e a r t i c l e s , s o m e
only ones for which definite dates
nardino to Los Angeles, Pasadena <$• h u m o r o u s a n d s o m e i n f o r m a have been set. However, some time
Burbarik, Long Beach; Aug. 11—Hol <8> t i v e , t h a t a r e g i v e n i n t h e I i t in February the local debaters will
lywood; Aug. 12—Los Angeles to Gen •§> e r a r y s u p p l e m e n t i n t h i s n u m meet the University of North Dakota
Grant National Park, Bakersfield, ® b e r o f T h e M i S T i C r e p r e s e n t •
in two skirmishes, Jamestown Col
some of the best work done
Giant Redwoods (Sequoia), Dinuba
lege, Valley City State Teachers Col
the thing" will be the motto, and any and Badger; Aug. 14—Gen. Grant Na
by M. S. T. C. students. Most
(
B
y
R
a
y
S
i
m
o
n
t
i
s
c
h
)
lege, and if possible, Mayville Teach
one having tantrums, emotional out tional Park to Yosemite National <$> of the articles are written by <S>
ers College to cover the North Da
Salva dimora casta e pura!!!! Man bursts during rehearsals, or who dis Park via Dunlap, Fresno, Madera and <$> juniors and seniors in ad- •$>
kota portion of the season.
the pumps, lower the life-boats and plays a tendency to being high-hat,
Wawona; Aug. 15—Yosemite National <8> v a n c e d w r i t i n g c l a s s e s .
A Minnesota State Teacher College innocent by-standers please stand will just naturally be flung out bodily. Park, Yosemite Valley with cliffs 3,000 <8>
•$>
Forensic League has finally
been from out'n under. After weeks of an
The cast includes only twelve roles, to 5,000 feet, Yosemite Falls, Lower
<§•
<§>•$> <?> <5>
formed after four years of effort by guished waiting since it was an six male, five female, and one small Yosemite, Illinonette, Nevada Falls
Mr. Murray. Debates will be held be nounced that this year's class play boy. There are advantages and dis Bridal Veil Falls, Ribbon Falls, El
tween the Teachers Colleges at Wino would be "Giants in the Earth," a no advantages in each part. Per Hansa, Capitan, Cathedral Spires, Clouds
na, St. Cloud, and Moorhead. Thus tice has finally been posted that try- the male lead, a most grateful role, Rest, and Sentinel Dome.
the teams of each college will debate outs, open to all comers, will be held although not long, as leads go, is emo
Aug. 16—Yosemite National Park to
Opening the calendar of major so
twice, once at home and once away, this afternoon between four and six tional and exhausting. Hans Olsa
in the conference. All of the battles and Saturday morning between ten gives exceptional opportunity, as does San Francisco; Aug. 17—San Francis cial events for 1931 will be the Allco; Aug. 18—San Francisco to Reno; Men's chicken dinner to be held in
save that with the "U" of Pittsburg and twelve.
the comedy role of Syvert Tonseten. Aug. 19—Reno to Elko, Nevada; Aug, the Students Exchange on Wednes
are on the free trade issue.
Students with dramatic ability, tem Of the women, Beret, Per Hansa's
20—Elko to Salt Lake City; Aug. 21— day at 6:30. At this dinner the fac
perament or just merely a weakness slightly dippy wife, is easily the
Eighteen on Squad.
Salt Lake City to Idaho Falls; Aug. ulty men and students will mingle in
This full schedule will be met by for acting are champing their bits, choice part, but offers difficulties al 22—Idaho Falls to Old Faithful Gey
an atmosphere of common under
nine men and nine women, most of rolling their eyes and restively toss most formidable.
Sorina, wife of ser and Inn in Yellowstone National
standing.
Following t h e dinner,
ing
their
heads
as
they
wait
for
the
whom will probably see action in one
Hans Olsa, is the other important Park; Aug. 23—Old Faithful to Grand stunts will complete the evening's pro
or more contests. The men are: Ru signal to dash out onto the stage and female role and should find
ready Canyon of the Yellowstone; Aug. 24— gram.
pert Krienbring, Fergus Falls; Clar start displaying their alleged ability. sympathy in the audience. The rest Grand Canyon to Mammoth Hot
The preparation of the dinner is the
ence Melby, Greenbush; Clarence It won't be long now and then what of the roles are all good and have the Springs; Aug. 25—Mammoth to Cody,
work of Miss Dahl, who offered her
Clarencea
relief!
Of
course
not
everyone
is
Glasrud, Detroit Lakes;
enviable advantage of permitting the Wyo., via famous Shoshone Canyon
services to make this first men's getGludt, Dent; Donald Ingram, Villard; going to get the leads, but it is bet impersonators to do all their stuff in
and Reservoir; Aug. 26—Cody to Buf together of 1931 a success.
Ralph Johnson, Greenbush; Donald ter to find out the awful truth and the first
act, after which they can falo; Aug. 27—Buffalo to Spearfish,
Bird, Detroit Lakes; Wilson Dokken, have it over with so that everyone wash their faces, put on civilized
S. D.; Aug. 28—Black Hills, Crystal GRADUATE WILL SPEAK
Thief River Falls; and Arthur Rust- can breathe regularly again. Some clothes and go home.
Cave, and Rapid City; Aug. 29—Rapid
AT LAMBDA PHI SESSION
void, Hendrum. Of these Bird, Gludt, of the people who are trying out
Actually only five parts are worth City to Huron; Aug. 30—Huron to
and Krienbring are veterans
haven't eaten or slept since the name angling for, which explains the tense
Lambda Phi Sigma dispensed with
Moorhead. Total—5,583 miles.
In keeping with the excellent rec of the play was made public a month ness on the part of the tryers-out. At
its regular meeting last Tuesday and
ord set in the 1930 season, the women ago while others in their feverish ex the present writing, it would, of
will not meet again until January 20.
of the College are busily engaged in citement have chewed their finger
At the next meeting Miss Hulda Gigcourse, not be fair to name names of
the formulation of a case for and nails off clear up to their shoulder- people trying out. for even actual as
•stad, a degree graduate of M. S. T.- O.,
against the compulsory unemployment blades.
will lead the discussion.
signments at the end of the try-outs
question.
Those in the women's
Tryouts will be a strenuous thing may only be "also rans" by the time
On Monday, December 22, at a
squad are: Margaret Krier, Callaway; this year. To begin with, only a the play is put on. Pray be calm, and
meeting of Alpha Psi Omega, Miss MISS WENCK, MRS. LOCKE
Melba Bolton, Gary; Eva Larson, De small cast is required, so that the just as soon as it is safe to do so
ON BROADCAST PROGRAM
Dahl, at the suggestion of Rosella
troit Lakes; Delia Peterson, Wheat- competition will be a case of "dog eat without fear of further changes being
Lyttleton, B. E. '28, was voted into the
The weekly radio program broad
on; Eva Arsneau, Crookston; Marie dog." Furthermore, Miss Tainter in made in the cast, — public, formal,
fraternity as an honorary member. cast over station KGFK was given
Kirby, Fargo; Ethel Gunderson, Er- tends that this year's class play be definite, and complete announcement
This is in recognition of Miss Dahl's last Wednesday at 6:30 o'clock byhard; Elianor Sherman, Fergus Falls,the high-light of her career as dra- will set your respective, individual
untiring efforts and assistance in con Miss Maude Wenck, soprano, and Mrs.
anfi Eckley Pilot, Fargo.
matic coach at M. S. T. C. "The play's and collective minds at rest,
Harvey J. Locke, pianist,
nection with dramatic productions

DEBATE TRIO TO
MEET CONCORDIA

bloom," was Mr. Ballard's comment
as he told of his visit to his family,
which is residing at Berkeley, Cali
fornia, where his daughter is doing
graduate work at the University of
California.
Besides being one of the largest
universities, it is perhaps the most
beautiful, the location being such that
a full view of the San Francisco har
bor and Golden Gate is had from the
campus, which is perhaps excelled by
none in beauty. The student body
was on the whole average except for
the cosmopolitan characteristic. Whiteturbaned Brahmins, Chinese, Negroes,
Hawaiians, and Americans could be
seen on the campus.
Mr. Ballard reports that the snow
fall has been very light in the Rocky
Mountains and Montana, there being
only a slight snow over the Cascades.
Inasmuch as the Californians are hav
ing their rainy season now, there has
been a deficiency of snow up to this
time. About two and a half inches
of rain fell while he was there.

DATES FOR GROUP
PHOTOS ARE SET

Dramatic Talent Mobilizes In Answer
To Notice Of Try-outs For Class Play

College Men to Dine
On Chicken Wednesday

Miss Dahl Is Elected
To Alpha Psi Omega

THE MiSTiC
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THE MiSTiC

A weekly newspaper published by Moorhead State
TVachers College every Friday of the college year. Printed
in the College Print Shop, and issued at the College.
Entered as second class matter at the Postoffice at
Moorhead. Minnesota.
Subscription price, activity fee to students; alumni
dues to members of the Association; all others, $1.50 a
year. Single copies. 5c.
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PUCK-CHASERS ANYWAY

Previous to the Christmas holidays some time and
many words were given to the fostering of an ice rink
on the campus. To date nothing materially has been
accomplished toward the attainment of that goal and
considering the obstacles met, its accomplishment has
become almost an impossibility. The chief stumbling
block and insurmountable barrier was and is the loca
tion of a site for said rink. When the rink was first
proposed, the field immediately to the east of the Stu
dent Exchange was suggested. However, that was aban
doned as basketball and volleyball courts were erected
on the site.
The attention of those seeking a location turned to
the furrowed field east of the first site as the only other
possibility, and a consideration of its topography and
the practically impossible feat of flooding
it likewise
relegates it to obscurity. A plowed field such as that,
since it is practically impossible to grade it down at this
time 0f th> veat ^«eRB8th^', to secure a smooth ice sur
face it must be flooded to a depth of at least a foot. This
Is fantastical behind such embankment as we would be
able to construct.
As an alternative, it has been proposed to put the
rink on the grounds south of the basketball court. This
would restrict the extent of the rink, but it at least could
be flooded if suitable banks were available. For these
we must await sufficient snowfall, and from present
indications we feel assured that that amount of snow
win not be forthcoming very soon. With a fair break
as to weather and the whole-hearted co-operation of the
students, (both of which are questionable), it would be
well into February before the proposed rink would be
come an actuality. A short month of shoveling snow,
and its use is practically over.
It seems feasible and desirable to consign the campus
rink for 1930-31 to the ranks of the unattainable. But,
although our own rink is not feasible, a Dragon puck
team still remains a possibility. We are assured the
privilege to practice on the Moorhead rink; although
this may not be entirely satisfactory, with the backing
and support of the student body, the Dragons can still
shine in hockey circles.
Do you want a Dragon sextet? Are you desirous of
extending the Dragon dominance to puck-chasing? Stu
dents and faculty, despite handicaps thwarting the best
plans, let us continue to hold aloft our ringing battle
cry. "Let's put the Dragons on the ice."
—D. B.

"RED" LEWIS AND AMERICA

When Sinclair Lewis, best known as the author of
"Babbitt" and "Main Street", was awarded the Nobel
prize for literature recently, not many of us were par
ticularly excited, because time has a way of frequently
invalidating the judgments we may pass upon our con
temporaries. Certainly we may expect the next genera
tion to be Just as jovial about the gods we set up as we
are when the ideals of the Victorian age are mentioned.
Even when Lewis, on accepting the prize, took ad
vantage of his opportunity to point out again the thin
ness of American culture, we were little troubled, know
ing that this American writer is his own good press
agent, paying tribute, incidentally, in thus keeping him
self before the public eye, to the Rotarian ideal of "big
ger and better" (sale of books, in this case) which he
so condemns in "Babbitt". This is not to imply that all
he said was as devastating as that novel, for on the con
trary much of it was marked by a judicial survey of
promising factors in American life. Then, too, Lewis
knows that it is not at present the fashion of Americans
to notice anything that is entirely sensible, no matter
how brilliantly or beautifully phrased.
These things left us undisturbed until Mr. Coolidge
took up the cudgel and proceeded in the heavy style of
the "goon", as Frederick L. Allen would say, to demolish
Lewis with the pompouB assertion that after all, Ameri
cans were the salt of the earth, and that all such satir
ists were destined to be utterly forgotten by posterity.

Surely it is possible to find a better answer. Perhaps
it would be better to accept the dictum of the Boston
Globe that "Red" Lewis has come to be regarded as a
gadfly, something that is not exactly a household pet,
but which has its uses. But this hardly does justice to
the Minnesota novelist.
Lewis' best critic, strange to say, is Lewis himself.
Let's be honest with ourselves and agree with him that
there are entirely too many Babbitts in America — too
many who are so bound up with the machinery of life
that they do not know the art of living, too many whose
idea of progress is solely concerned with the increase of
bathtubs, cars, radios, and skyscrapers. At the same
time remember that Lewis has also spoken through the
lips of the German professor Braut in "Dodsworth": "I
quite understand that the mystic process of 'American
ization' is being carried on as much by German indus
trialists and French exporters and English advertising
men as it is by born Yankees!" America, of course, has
no corner on the world's Babbitts, however ardently
Europeans try to convince themselves we have, as evi
denced by their preference for the book of this name in
making the Nobel award.
Lest we think that because we have many Babbitts,
there is no beauty in American life, we should read fur
ther in "Dodsworth". When Fran, his expatriate wife,
wrote "Our American life is so thin, so without tradi
tion," Sam laid down the letter and "thought of the
tradition of pioneers pushing to the westward, across the
Alleghanies, through the forests of Kentucky and Ten
nessee, on to the bleeding plains of Kansas, on to Oregon
and California, a religious procession, never resting, and
opening a new home for a hundred million people."
Pioneering has its glory, its romance, hardly less than
the leisure of the sheltered nooks where aged civiliza
tions talk, dream, and are content. Hear Neihardt, writ
ing of the years that followed the Civil war:

January 9, 1931

<§-

Dr. Locke (in Sociology class, Tues
day): "Your next paper will be a
case study from a book. You will
have until Christmas to complete it.
(Plenty of time — eleven months —
they should be good case studies.)
*
*
*
"Having screwed his courage to the
sticking point" Axel Taflin arrived at
Weld Hall at 8:04j (on time — for a
change) on Monday, ready to bluff his
way through the first day's lessons.
The halls echoed to the tramp of his
feet, and no other students were visi
ble. Puzzled, but undaunted, he stop
ped to figure out the reason for this
absence of activity.
His common sense told him that
there must be no school, and later
when accused, he blamed his early
arrival to the MiSTiC announcing
January 5 as opening date.
•

The shrewd, prophetic eyes that peered of eld
Across the Danube, visioned naked plains
Beyond the bleak Missouri, clad with grains,
Jewelled with orchard, grove, and greening garth—
Serene abundance centered in a hearth
To nurture lusty children"
Small wonder that America has had little time for the
finer arts of life! But blood will tell, and though we
admit America's crudities while glorying in this struc
ture which her pioneers have built, we also realize that
the voice of the few who have cherished the amenities
of culture will more and more prevail, because there is
now beginning to be time for such things. And if Lewis
has jarred us rudely into this fact, we should be thank
ful for it. But if we swallow our satire whole, we are
just as uncritical as if we stop our ears and declare
nothing has been said.

Campus Comment
In a discussion amongst a group of students from
other colleges, a MiSTiC writer discovered that our
social hours twice a week were quite a new thing. How
ever, comment on the activity was quite complimentary.
*
•
•
While the students were home for vacation, the
Dragon team turned in a commendable performance in
defeating the Aberdeen Normal aggregation in a charity
game. The teamwork and cleanness of the contest is
worthy of notice for a team taking the floor with as
little actual team practice as the Dragon cagers had.
We look forward to the Cobber game with confidence
in the speed machine the College boasts.
*

*

«

The tenacity and zeal with which the debaters have
seized the bone of contention and commenced to probe
into free trade bids fair to outwit the Cobbers in the
season's opening clash with Concordia next Thursday
night.

The Open Column
THE CHALLENGE OF PROGRESS

One more immortal page has been added to time
eternal. The fearless Utopian was again enthroned on
infinity's regal seat. Resolutions, revolutions and resti
tutions were in vogue, but the unrelenting hand of fate
continued to crush them into the unfathomable pit of
human fallacies.
Shall the Crimson College go on? Veteran minds,
meeting in session now are seriously considering our
problems. We are optimistic, for pessimism can lead
but to defeat. Students, faculty, alumni and friends of
our college are nervously awaiting the opinions of this
select body. Some of these are loyalists of action while
others are sleeping loyalists, some but yield an execu
tive hand with the great ego as the dominating force,
and some merely sit beneath the white flag waiting for
the hand of fate to build a future.
Can enthroned orators, who flaunt the crimson alone
build up the guaranty that our traditions will remain
forever inviolate, or do they need the assistance of that
silent altruistic laborer, and the co-operation of those
that make this a college?
Within the most possum-like being there is a sleep
ing giant, wherein culture lies at ebb. If this period of
anxiety, this age of youth in the midst of that vital
college life, cannot arouse this sleeping giant, then let
us here erect the tomb to inclose the bones of mankind's
liability.
A college will be built. An irresistible force carries
on this tide of human events. But will our independence
supported by our ego, build up a worthy Alma Mater,
or a worthy institution that gives us our livelihood or
chance for livelihood? Who is making the greatest
contribution, you, the next person to you, a friend, or
one of the opposing group? Let us take up this chal
lenge! !
—C. J, G.

•

*

Oh, girls — weep — for no longer
does John Gilbert's likeness inhabit
our midst. Clarence Gludt, shorn of
his "soup strainer", appears with no
longer the glamour of the elite.
*
*
*
However, all's well, girls, for James
Gisvold, a woe-begone and downtrod
den Freshie, has ascended to the
heights of fame as he reappears on
the campus sporting a cute little "cof
fee strainer." Oh, James, can you
hold out longer than your contempo
rary who returns shorn of his once
proud possession?
*

"Again the bugles of the race blew west
That once the Tigris and Euphrates heard.

Literary Supplement

Dragon's Dragnet

•

•

Race-horses out for an airing? Oh,
no, it's Chet Gilpin, Elmer Stanghelle,
and Donald Ingram, sporting spats.
Oh, yes, and even the editor has suc
cumbed to the menace, threatening
the downfall of the bachelor's league!
*
•
*
The Exchange clerks were faced
with a serious dilemma the other day.
They had two letters addressed to
Professor Donald E. Bird, Department
of Education and Psychology, M. S.
T. C. Diligent search of the faculty
directory failed to reveal such a mem
ber on the staff!
In search of enlightenment the Edi
tor was consulted as to his position
on the faculty. Said Editor emphatic
ally denied it, explaining that he was
making a Sociology research. So from
time hence-forth let it be — Professor
Bird.
*

*

*

Albert Gludt brought back some
very interesting relics of the printing
industry when he returned after vaca
tion. He is rather reluctant about
any explanation of how they came
into his possession. Inasmuch as we
all know Albert, we can guess!
*
*
*
Santa Claus declared that Lyman
Bringgold had been a good boy during
1930, and rewarded him with a Mar
quette coupe.

The Modern Ped Pepys
Waking up and making another
New Year's resolution to the effect
that I would not reset the alarm clock
a half-dozen times before I got up
mornings, I put my new resolution
into effect, jumped out of bed and
dressed with a feeling of joy at the
thought of being back at school again.
As I mingled among the boys this
morning, I noticed that they have
come back looking refreshed, and bet
ter all-around, due perhaps to having
been away from the ambitious and
unending multitude of pretty girls
that attend our College.
During an intermission I noticed a
number of girls in a huddle, and from
the screams emitted from the group,
I knew one of my fellowmen was in
danger. Upon coming to the rescue,
I found that they were examining
James Gisvold's new "cookie duster",
and they were all trying to get souve
nirs.
The Blond Viking has announced
that he has not decided whether he
will give the blondes of the school a
break or whether he should favor the
brunettes with his attentions in the
coming year. Some will have to be
disappointed. But who? Only time
will tell.
This afternoon I became quite sad,
being too close to Clarence Gludt
who is both down and out as far as
the girls are concerned. He has lost
all his charm and magnetic force
when he was inveigled to shave off
his cute little mustache during Christ
mas. I guess the girl back home was
not so thrilled by his collegiate ap
pearance.
I felt better towards evening when
I bumped into Wabash and Dorothy,
who were on such intimate terms that
they never saw or heard me. Looks
like they finally have decided to make
a go of it. Too bad we all can't be
that way!
That evening I started the new
school year right by being talked into
going to a movie. And so home to
bed!

A COMPARISON OF MORE'S
"UTOPIA" AND BACON'S
"NEW ATLANTIS"
(By Agnes J. Kise)
Within the framework of a story,
Francis Bacon and Sir Thomas More
have sketched literary romances giv
ing to the world visions of ideal, com
munistic communities. They are nei
ther romances nor novels, in a strict
sense, but studies of social institu
tions using the connected story as a
means of teaching, and effecting need
ed reforms.
More, a representative of the Hu
manist period of the Renaissance, ad
vocated the recognition of equal so
cial rights for all reasoning men
through the return to communism.
Bacon, a representative of the Natural
Science period, believed that the sal
vation of man and his ultimate per
fectibility depended, not on reforms
of laws of property, but rather on in
creased productivity brought about by
the progress of science and its appli
cation to human life. Bacon's ideal
rested upon a basis of scientific dis<»

«>

<$>
A PERFECT WORLD
h a s b e e n t h e i n t r i g u i n g d r e a m <S>
o f i d e a l i s t s f o r c e n t u r i e s . I n <e>
this essay are presented two •
famous books dealing with an
imaginary country where a per
fected society exists. For mod
ern counterparts, read the nov
els of H. G. Wells. This paper
was written in Radcliffe Col
lege, Cambridge, Mass.

covery and material prosperity rather
than upon a rational communism, as
does More's.
In "Utopia", More describes a fan
tastical island beyond America, which
he chose as the imaginary land of the
society of the future. In this political
novel he describes an ideal commun
ity freed from all the shackles and
yokes of monarchial government. It
is a serious endeavor to construct, in
the form of an ideal experiment, a
better society. He portrays his own
picture of England as it should be,
and a satire on England as it was.
By putting his thoughts into the
words of Raphael Hythology, he felt
he could call the attention of English
royalty and statesmen to these re
forms more effectively than could Sir
Thomas More.
New Atlantis is a kind of scientific
novel, in which Bacon describes an
other Utopia, an imaginary island in
the South Sea. He relates how a wise
lawgiver had organized a kingdom of
happy and prosperous men on the
basis of applied science, for Bacon's
philosophy was that "the true end of
intellectual training is to master the
secrets of nature and to wrest from
her all she can contribute to the com
fort of human life." The people of
Atlantis had discarded the ideas of
former philosophers and applied Ba
con's method of investigating nature
—using the results to better their
conditions. The significant difference
in Utopia and New Atlantis is that
while the happy state of the inhabi
tants of Utopia is founded upon a ra
tionalistic conception of life, those of
Atlantis are based on science and em
piricism.
More observed England's trnasition
from an agricultural stage into a pe
riod of money economy, and from
state regulation of labor and indus
trial activity to individual enterprise.
He began to feel that an effort should
be made to apply reason with crea
tive powers, and his "Utopia" was
written in pursuance of this convic
tion. The aim of Utopia is—the great
est happiness to the greatest number,
but lesser pleasures must not inter
fere with greater ones. It should be
one's pleasure to serve the common
wealth and help others secure happi
ness. But one must beware of coun
terfeit pleasures such as the wearing
of fine clothes or precious stones, the
vain glory of ancestry, the searching
(Continued on Page Six)

OBITUARY

We greatly regret to announce the
death of our dear friend and confi
dent, Iva Paine. She was fatally in
jured December 31, when she found
a bomb among some of her belated
Christmas gifts. She couldn't stand
the violent shock, and has passed to
her reward. Iva was a sweet girl
who could always keep a secret and
who never said anything she wasn't
absolutely positive of. Bill Robinson.
Hank Booher, and Elianor" Sherman
attended the funeral. They wept co
piously, because their memories of
her were as of a dear friend. (All
bow heads.)
We shall miss her from our midst,
and her parents, Willie and Laphia
Paine, deeply mourn the loss of the
apple of their eye.
(Turn to the right as you pass out!
Please don't rush!)

January 9, 1931
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STUDENT OR TRAPEZE ARTIST ?

THE MISSION OF THE
CULTURAL CLUB

OUR PUBLIC SPEAKERS

the so-called "point system" remedies
WOMAN'S PL A CE IN
To your left! To your right! Enter these defects. By this, I refer to the
(By Dorothy Fetvedt)
(By Mamie Carlson)
the big tent, and see the big show! methods of giving a certain number
They were two talented young la SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
After hearing nigh unto two hun
Come with me and let us look at one of points, two, five, or ten as the case dies who for twelve years had gone to
dred public speakers in chapel, a num
LIFE
of the most interesting events of the may be, for participation in the vari the same school, belonged to the same
ber of after dinner speakers, and vari
ous
extra-curricular
activities.
When
college year—the election of the most
"gang", and hated each other with the
ous other English expounders belong
representative students. It is true that one has reached a predetermined same fluency, fervor, and zeal. Their
(By Helen Lincoln)
ing to the same species, I have be
this show is not given under a canvas limit, he can enter no more. This high school career had been spiced
The vast and far-reaching changes come more and more puzzled as
top. nor are there present any ring gives each student a more equal with peppery encounters which were which have altered so profoundly the to why a large majority, in order to
masters with whips, though some chance and curtails any tendency to a continual source of anguish and character of family life have also af reach their subject, should take a de
complained of them. There are, to an unwise distribution of efforts. But amusements to their mutual friends fected in many ways the position of vious and circuitous path much re
be sure, some ballyhoo artists, effec the fact remains that electing the After graduation, one girl had gone to women. According to the traditional sembling that of the psychologist's
tive ones, too. They belong to the most representative students will still a university in a big city; the other division of labor between sexes, wo favorite rat in a maze. As a result
Union Brotherhood of Ballyhoo Ar be more or less a matter of a popu had stayed at home in a town not men are the home-makers and men of wakeful nights and agonizing men
tists, but just why they are called larlty contest.
small, but by no means large. Christ the providers for the home. At the tal gymnastics, I have triumphantly
such a loud name I do not know, for
Undoubtedly, there are times when mas vacation had occasioned a re present time, however, one out of arrived at the conclusion that the
most of them do their work in low a truly representative group is chosen union of the old "gang" at the home every five women in the United States purpose of these introductions is not
tones or whispers. The crowd which Even then we have this question to of the girl who had not gone away. is gainfully employed outside the merely procrastination but the estab
listens to them is a motley one, answer. Why should we have the She had a really fine victrola and an home. Since various functions once lishment of a bond of friendliness and
election of such a group?
amazingly large collection of classical performed in the home are now per intimacy between the speaker and the
•«>
<?>
In the minds of most students, to records; and as several of her guests formed elsewhere, and since labor- •$> «><•><$><$>
<s> .-is <j>
<;> <j> <§.
<3>
SOME OF US WILL
<»> be chosen as one of such a class is to were more than a little interested in saving devices have lightened the re
<8>
maining household tasks, many wo
<3> still retain our belief in the <»• achieve the highest honor that can
NO DOUBT YOU HAVE
<$>
men are finding that home activities
value of extra-curricular activl- <1> come to a college man or woman. If
felt the same way as this au- •$>
employ only a part of their time and
• . ties after reading this article,
such an honor comes as the result of
thor does about some of our <S>
energy. This condition is most preva
but it does suggest how easily
extra-curricular activities, then each
public speakers. The satire of <$>
lent
among
women
of
moderate
or
<*• the system may be abused by
one must plunge prestissimo into as
this sketch is not lost, how- <$>
well-to-do
circumstances
whose
fami
some students in their anxiety
many various kinds as he is able to
ever, inasmuch as a hint is <?>
lies are small. How shall these wo
to become popular.
carry without too obvious weakness
given as to a definite way to -•>
men use their new-found leisure in
or inefficiency. This accomplished, he
improve your talks if and <$>
ways
that
will
prove
of
mose
benefit
shall be well on the road to success,
when you are called upon to <$>
to
themselves,
their
families,
and
so
clowns, students, fakirs, politicians, not as a representative student, but
appear in public.
<$>
ciety?
brothers, sisters, teachers, and seers. as a dilettante of college study and a music, bridge was interspersed with
Rethberg
and
Chaliapin.
connoisseur
of
college
bluffing.
The
modern
period
ushered
in
an
Some listen carefully to the advice of
<S>
3> <$> <$>" <§> <$> $> <$> <j>
Presently the university girl said awakening of popular intelligence, a
Admitting that there is a large
the Unionists; some scorn them; still
in
a
sugary
tone,
"You
do
love
good
greater feeling of nationalism, and a audience and, possibly, the bolstering
others seem unaware of their influ group of discerning and conscientious
ence, but cast their votes perplexedly students whose college careers most music, don't you, Helen? What a pity deepening sense of individual rights. up of a tottering self-confidence.
How do the would-be orators seek
certainly can not be thus character you don't live-in the city where you It required several centuries to raise
or carelessly as suits their natures.
In due time, the votes are counted; ized, is there not a tendency in this could really hear these artists in con- the status of woman, but gradually to attain this worthy outcome? Prob
the progress of science and the rise ably the least subtle attempt Is that
the candidates elected, and their pic direction? It is because of the dilet certs and opera!"
"Yes, isn't it?" said her hostess of democracy improved her position. in which the gentleman heartily pats
tures placed in the college annual, tante of extra-curricular activities fos
there honoring Miss and Mr. So-and- tered by the present systems of elec steadily. "But there's one consola The Industrial Revolution led to em the audience on the back and speaks
tion that the closing paragraph may tion: when I do hear them, I'll know ployment of women outside the home. of the supreme pleasure that he de
So.
what I'm listening to!"
The greatest progress of all in free rives from addressing such an intel
After observing a number of such be written.
Women's study clubs, particularly ing of women has come in the last ligent looking group when, without a
elections one might sometimes won
In the big tent of college he shall
der. "Representative of what? Of the be a trapeze artist, performing nobly, cultural clubs, rank as one of the half century and is still going on. A doubt, what he sees of the crowTI re
student who had the most influential if you like. Or if you disagree, he is seven original jokes. Those who have growing sentiment of social justice sembles a pen and ink sketch badly
persons to pull for him? Or of the cutting capers of sorts as varied and never been present at a meeting of demands that woman be accorded a smudged. Personally, I am immune
it leaves
one who had, by a mediocre perform meaningful as the colors of a clown's such a club wax mirthfully eloquent position of equal moral worth and to this collective flattery;
ance of several duties, been able to suit. Below him, he hears the clap on the subject of the half-baked and equal responsibility in the affairs of me absolutely cold—in fact, the pleas
hold the most offices, to belong to the ping of those less elevated mortals wholly undigested information which modern life. In America, the old co ure is solely the speaker's.
most organizations, and to have the who watch him, their own conscien is solemnly presented by the princi lonial traditions which confined wo
Then again there is the chap who
most numerous acquaintances?" There tious plodding done. He is one of the pal speaker for the edification of her man rigidly to the home have largely lets his hearers look into the work
Is seldom any perceptible considera main attractions of the sideshow, but admiring audience; those who have disappeared. In the last few years ings of a master mind to see what
tion of scholarship or of the quality he has forgotten two things—that tra been privileged to attend such a meet legislation has abolished many old re makes it tick. He explains in detail
of the service done the school. These peze artists come down to earth some ing chuckle and murmur "amen". strictions on woman's rights, and has How the oration was produced. First
are not flagrantly self-evident and, ac times, and that there is a main show Humor is the juxtaposition of the in culminated resulting in the Nine he consulted So-and-so as to what to
cordingly, are of little significance. ' within the tent, and a still vaster one congruous, and there is something teenth amendment granting her the say and on getting So-and-so's say-so
distinctly incongruous about the com ballot.
There are those who believe that without. Some people call it "life"
he went to Who-ever-it-was and there
Resulting from such changes, wc gained additionsl- information, until
placency with which a woman who
doesn't know Wagner from Verdi dis men in present American society have one is reminded of a fantastic story
poses of the Ring of the Niebelungs rights, privileges, and opportunities for children in which the author says
that, on the whole, are vastly supe of the mouse, "First she leaped and
in a half an hour's discussion.
But there is another side to the pic rior to those of earlier generations. then she ran until she came to the
they looked with suspicion upon any
(By Mamie Carlson)
"God's in his heaven; all's right form of amusement or entertainment ture. Many women's clubs, despite The legal and political rights of wo grocer and then she began." At the
with the world," had been the per How well I recall the interminable their absurdities, are accomplishing a men now approximate those of men. end you ask, "And what was it all
vading feeling as I boarded the train. German prayers that followed the eve good deal; and as I was for five years New and unprecedented advantages about?" "Ah, that," I needs must
After having been seated for a short ning meal! While I sat with a de a student member of such a music have broadened the mental horizon of sadly answer, "Ah, that I cannot tell,
time, I became conscious of a growing vout look and meekly folded hands, I study club, I think I am qualified to the American woman, increased her but he was a famous speaker."
confidence in her abilities, and
depression. With the consciousness longed achingly for the jolly com
Another common type is the speak
aroused her interest in public affairs. er with the "humble worm of the
came the realization that two women panionship of home.
A growing number are able to earn dust' attitude evident in the opening
In the home I was granted a privi <$>
behind me were chattering animately
ONE OF THE SEVEN
their own living, a fact which makes words when he apologizes for having
in the German tongue. As the asso lege shared by none but the traveling <e> original jokes is the woman's
ciation began to take shape, a wave preacher. I was allowed to go into <$> club where half-baked and
(Continued on Pages )
the temerity to appear before the as
of loneliness akin to nausea swept the parlor any time I pleased. Never
semblage. I saw this illustrated in
wholly undigested information
am afraid she dwelt rather more on
theless, it was an opportunity of
over me.
the case of an unlettered person, who
is solemnly presented, suggests
the mosquitoes attendant on the opera
Again I stood in the doorway of a which I made little use, for this "holy <*> this writer. But she points
was asked to give a welcome address
than
she
need
have
done;
and
I
am
one-room school located high on Mud of holies" was scarcely designed to <s> out something that the popu
at a banquet, when he bluntly said,
ashamed to confess that the chief
Butte, one of the bare buttes in a alleviate gloom. It was a long, nar <$• lar joke artists forget.
"I ain't settin' myself up to be no
thing I remember from her talk was
German community in northwestern row room; the shades were discreetly
public speaker." Some who actually
the
way
her
three
chins
and
the
lowered;
and
the
furniture
was
cov
South Dakota. The work of the day
<&<$•<§> Q>
•$> 4
apologize do so by a method of cir
plume
on
her
purple
hat
quivered
was ended, and lunch pail in hand I ered as nearly as possible with stifflycumlocution. They explain by way
with emotion when she informed us
was ready to trudge wearily home starched doilies and tidies of intricate present this side,
of sinking sensations or gastronomic
It was a fairly large club in a fairly that "Martinelli was such a hand
ward. Stopping, however, and shad design. On a chiffonier in one dim
disturbances what their reactions
ing my eyes against the rays of a sun corner of the room was a large bou large town, and its membership in some man; he made the most won- were when they were asked to speak,
slowly dropping out of sight behind quet of waxed flowers taken from the cluded most of the musical and would- dahful lovah!" But to do her jus and they dwell on their fruitless at
one of the endless hills, I surveyed grave ^of one of the late deceased. be musical women in the city. Each tice, that was the first time I'd ever tempts to evade the issue and the
the landscape. Hills everywhere, mo Most interesting of all was the ar year its meetings were planned to heard of Martinelli, or Ravinia, final hesitant capitulation.
notonous ineffectual hills covered with rangement of the pictures. On one cover the study of some special phase either; and I am well assured that
In regard to the last statement, I
parched grass! Well I knew that be long wall were the pictures of Mrs. of music. Of course they didn't begin there were plenty of others who were
's father and mother and to cover any phase; the thing could no better informed than I was. We have in mind a certain dinner where
yond them, there were merely more
husband with the not be done in the necessarily limited were learning something about the a completely toothless Demosthenes
hills. The scene was unrelieved by that of her first
plate.
"At
Rest",
taken
from his cof amount of time and study applied in musical world; we who heard her explained how he had felt on being
a single tree; hence there was no
where visible the usual triumphant, fin and reverently fastened below the that way. But the important thing is would at least never make the break asked to give a toast when, in his
colorful Invasion of Autumn. Always picture. On the other wall, directly- this: those women were gaining a of the college senior who, after hear toothless and plateless state, he
brown and sere, the grass on the hills opposite these, were the pictures of knowledge, faulty and rudimentary ing his roommate praise the quality couldn't even chew toast. After a te
's father and mother though it might be, of a few of the of Tito Schipa's golden voice, said, dious play upon the word toast and a
was simply becoming a little more Mr.
and that of his first wife with the more obvious facts of music apprecia 'Good tenor, is he? Maybe he'll make few other enlightening remarks he
brown and sere.
concluded. When he sat down no one
Lonely, bleak, and barren as the same plate, "At Rest", under her pic tion. They were becoming acquaint the glee club!"
Our intellectual sense of taste, like knew what the toast should have
scene before me was, I did not hurry ture. This room was not conducive ed with the various types of composi
tion, and with the composers who had our physical gustatory sense, is an been, presumably because the diffi
to join the family where I lived. An to a feeling of hilarity.
written
the selections they studied. inherent possibility; but its develop culty in mastication had prevented its
Often I longed for the oblivion that
incredible situation was presented in
this home. The mother, a brave Bpirit, night would bring, but too often I In other words, they were learning to ment is dependent on the training it ever reaching his reasoning faculties.
In contrast to these meanderings,
receives. Few people can instinctive
through arrangements made by her would be awakened by a sound that know what they were listening to.
Some of the meetings were quite as ly appreciate good music; they may observe the simple, admirable direct
parents, had married a widower with never failed to arouse in me an un
six children. She had borne him reasoning terror. Hugging the bed humorous as they are supposed to be. "like" it, but they do not know just ness of the child who makes a speech.
three more. During the period when clothes tightly to me and staring wide- I well remember the year that the why it appeals to them. Good taste Whoever heard a child preface his
the "flu" raged she had lost her hus eyed into the darkness, I would lie club studied Carmen, Faust, and Mad is an outcome of intelligent study; discussion by information as to per
band. No doubt the care of nine chil- tensely waiting for the next long, ame Butterfly. In addition to the true appreciation is made possible sonal beauty of his listeners and their
dren had presented a serious problem, drawn out, shivering, quivering howl presentation of musical selections, the only by knowledge. This is the thing effect on his equilibrium, or how to
but she had "jumped from the frying'of the coyote from a distant hill. And action of the opera was described, and that women's study clubs are trying construct an oratorical masterpiece,
or the hours of sleep he had the pre
pan into the fire", for a year later she sad irony of fate! it never failed to parts of the libretto were read. I to develop.
These attempts are not wholly suc vious night? Of course, there may be
had married another widower with a be answered by one of the dogs who shall never forget the dramatic fervor
flock of nine. When I came, she had nightly congregated under my win of Faust's impassioned plea as she ex cessful. Study clubs, like the radio, a psychological phenomenon that
already obeyed the Biblical injunction dow. As I lay there, I used to think claimed, "Margarita!", or the impas the victrola, or the talking picture, shows that age, obesity, and verbosity
as to multiplication to the extent of of all the stories I had heard wherein sive apathy of Marguerite's face and are at best a makeshift, a substitute increase proportionately, and in that
adding two more to the little family. such a howl signified death, and with voice as she responded stolidly, for the thing that is out of reach. case I tender an apology to the vic
It scarcely seems possible that one that thought used to come the con "Cruel one". But at that same meet But they are not only a substitute; tims of my attack.
could be lonely in such a motley com viction that surely there couldn't be ing, the city's one fine soprano solo they are a preparatory school for ap
I know not how others may feel
so very many left for whom they ist sang "The Jewel Song" with a preciation of that real thing, when it
pany.
a,JOllt this .subject, but give me the
is
possible
to
get
it.
The
women
who
technique
and
interpretation
which
could
give
that
mournful
cry.
About
One can, however, be lonely in a
strange crowd, and I was desperately the time I was on the point of join few concert artists could have bet- study music in this way are for the speaker who allows me fondly, though
most part geographically shut off from possibly vainly, to imagine that his
so. AH conversation was carried on ing in the wail, the words of the poet tered.
I spent another delightful afternoon the concerts and opera that they
in German, and often I felt uncom in "Deor's Lament" would come to
thoughts are original and who allows
fortably that I was the subject. Con me, "That was o'er passed, this may when the current events period was would like to hear; but they have
me
to judge for myself as to his abil
versation with me was, for a long pass also," and from this I gained a given over to a discussion of Ravinia gained a great deal, if when their optime, limited to answering my ques- solace that sustained me through by a woman who had spent the sum- portunity comes, they know what ity. In short, give me that man who
(By Viola Dixon)
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DEVELOPING AN ETHICS

A JOY-RIDE

NATURE'S ART GALLERY

the gorge it makes two mighty leaps
(By Mabel Torgerson)
(By Hannah Hokanson)
Be that as It may, there is one
and enters the Grand Canyon four
Our cottage on Lake Melissa is just
I know of no place that has been hundred twenty-two feet below.
"The generation of today is jazz- thing with which few people are over two miles from Shoreham, and I go
so
richly blessed with scenic wonders
burdened,
namely,
the
fine
arts.
mad, thoughtless, and good-for-nothThis canyon, formed by Yellow
over there at least once .a day to
as has Yellowstone National Park.
Ing. It was not thus in the days of Though too much music would drive shop, tq get the mail, for the ride, or
stone River, is a magnificent and pic
The canyon region, which includes
us
mad,
too
much
literature
and
art
my youth," blusters the pessimist.
turesque gorge penetrating deep into
to get out of work. I won't specify
the lake, the river, and the gorge, is
"You are wrong. It is no worse; it would leave us little life from which which one of these reasons was re
the volcanic rocks of the park pla
a veritable artist's paradise. It is
is the same or better," shouts the so- i to reconstruct them; it is in these sponsible for my desire to go over
teau. In figures, it is roughly a thou
j things that we may find the beginning there this particular time, but the this region that I like to call "Na sand feet deep and twice as wide at
called optimist.
ture's
Art
Gallery."
of
a
better
or
more
usable
ethics.
Kach of them has overlooked the
the rim. One side of the canyon shows
main fact was that I wanted to go,
Lake Yellowstone, when compared a descent of sliding, chalky forma
more pertinent matter, found in this Taught a sense of moderation by so go I would. I thought the courte
quotation if one may paraphrase that those who appreciate its worth, we ous thing to do was to extend a gen with other lakes of scenic wonder, is tion, and just there lies much of the
the cultivation of taste
from Mr. Conklin's essay. "The real should find
eral invitation to other members of a gem in the true sense of the word. exquisite beauty and impressive gran
dignity of man consists not in his ori- for music, art, and literature should the party, and by so doing give them On a bright day in summer, Frank Is deur of the canyon. The dominating
giu, nor entirely in what he is, but help us to appreciate the leisure the opportunity to accompany me. land gives it the appearance of an color of the canyon walls is yellow,
chiefly in what he may become." But ! which science has given us. This They could take it, or leave it. I was emerald in a setting of brilliants. At but as the variously colored, chalky
how are we to gain the ideal of what done, we shall have accomplished half hoping, however, that they would all sunset—but who can describe, a sun formation slides downward, it leaves
we may become? How are we to de our ideal, by reason of the fact that leave it, but not so with my Aunt set? Rather, let me take you to the across the yellow background bands
velop a new ethics that will work I man's chief departures from modera Edith. She never left anything in summit of Lake View Peak and I will and strips of soft pink and salmon
tion are made during his leisure time.
show you one of the most striking deepening to blazing Indian red and
with science?
Therein lies the key for the easiest
water landscapes you have ever seen. deep orange, all gayly intermingled
1 have stated my theme as a ques
Looking down from the peak, you can with masses of yellow and green.
tion; when you shall have finished, it part of the problem. How shall we
seen the entire surface of this inland These bands or slides have various
will still be only a question. Greater teach our descendants of the nature
of the highest good, of duty, and the
sea. There, nestled peacefully among names peculiar to their color. One of
minds, by far, than mine have con
authority of moral obligation? Such
forest-crowned hills, lies this lake of the most beautiful is a brilliant, red
templated its magnitude, dreamed,
things are so intangible that we
lakes in whose tinted waters are re band called "The Devil's Slide". It
and then sighed. But let us form a
flected the sun-gilded mountain peaks is the broadest, reddest, and steepest
theory, vague and weak though It may scarcely know how we shall attain
them. Suppose that we were to in
and the crimson halo of a western slide of the canyon.
seem.
stil a philosophy into our lives which
sky.
In the first place, what do we mean
In bold relief against this brilliant
would more noticeably motivate our her life, and didn't intend to start
A mountain lake, however, must be ly colored background, stand out the
by ethics? "StrlcUy speaking, it is
the science of moral duty, more actions for the achievement of our now, and so she informed me that she seen at sunrise to be thoroughly en pinnacles of mineral rock, whose fan
would go, too.
joyed. We return to Lake View Peak tastic forms inspire our imaginations,
broadly the science of ideal human ideals?
The first belief we should have to
character. The chief problems with
I wasn't overjoyed at the prospect, at daybreak; and there under a heav and we see a decaying splendor of
abandon
is
that
the
end
of
life
is
which ethics deal concern the nature
as she was at the time washing out en of exquisitely tender blue, we antique architecture. From the foot
of the highest good, the origin and pleasure, and acknowledge instead some clothes which she had neglect again gaze across the dove-colored of these pinnacles the descent to the
that of the highest good, attained
the validity of the sense of duty, and
ed sending to the laundry and wheth surface of Lake Yellowstone. The water's edge is almost perpendicular.
the character and authority of moral quite probably through pain. Some er from the steam, perspiration, or horizon is filled to a great height with Yes, that silvery band far down in the
where in the recesses of my conscious
heredity, she looked as though she a delicate golden haze; the mountains bottom of the canyon is the foaming
obligation."
You may believe, perhaps, that the ness is that old quotation from the had just escaped from the exhaust are clothed in a deep dusk; and the Yellowstone River. It is now so dis
Christian religion should solve these Bible to the effect that he who sees pipe of a locomotive. 1 tried to dis dark pine forest is gray and ghostly tant that its rapid course is dimin
God dies. To me, that means that
problems.
Undoubtedly, you are
courage the idea, but nothing short A vapory veil covers everything. The ished to the gentlest movement, and
right, but suppose we should add to only after we have suffered so much of an earthquake can move her once sun rises higher, and bands of red- its roar to the subdued murmur of the
that we may be at the point of death,
our precepts of God and the good life
her mind is made up, and even an purple, violet, pale blue, and gold pine forests. Its winding, hide-anddo we understand and sympathize
earthquake would have difficulty, as
the old ideal of the Greeks, the pur
seek course, its foam-white patches,
with a truly God-like spirit. To em she weighs over two hundred pounds. <J> <•>
suit of beauty. I do not mean, mind
and particularly its display of life
<S>
brace
such
a
philosophy
might
be
to
you, beauty in its more physical
Accordingly, she went out and plank
where all is silent and motionless
iind an antidote needed for the ills
THE WESTERN TOUR
<8>
ed herself in the back seat of the car,
sense; I am referring to beauty of
make it a thing of entrancing beauty
caused by a thrill-seeking population.
<§> s p o n s o r e d b y t h e G e o g r a p h y <$>
prepared to take an enjoyable ride
character and of living, added to these
to all who behold it. Truly, the Grand
Expectant and cognizant of suffer
department for the summer of <S>
through the cooling breezes. But I'm
a conception of true moderation, in
Canyon is the masterpiece of nature's
ing,
each
one
shall
better
understand
1931
will
include
a
visit
to
the
•$>
asmuch as a lack of this quality
of the opinion that she came home
handiwork.
the "other fellow". When man shall
scenic wonders of Yellowstone
causes most of the troubles of this
hotter than when she left.
Not content with viewing the can| understand his brother, when he shall
P a r k p o r t r a y e d i n t h i s d e s c r i p - •$>
After spending some little time in
world. One man has too much money,
you from its rim, many people wish
see knowledge as a tool to serve man
t
i
v
e
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
.
Shoreham, I proceeded to start the
and suffers because he spends too
to enter it. There is but one possi
kind, not man alone, when each shall car on its homeward journey, but no <S>
much of it for excessive amounts of
ble means of entering, and that is
give his little thought to alleviate the amount of stepping had any effect on
clothing, food, drink, and pleasures.
down Uncle Tom's Trail. This trail
suffering of the world, then shall we the starter. Perhaps it had been
Another man has too few economic
pierce the mist, widen, and flood the takes one to the very bottom of the
have achieved the goal of an ethics,
stepped on long enough. At any rate, valleys with rainbows. As the sun canyon just below the Great Fall. It
goods and is pained with his limita
not of a modern age, but of eternity.
it remained completely immovable. I rises and the day deepens, these col is a laborious but worthwhile trip.
tions, physical and spiritual
tried to surprise it into action by ors vary in hues and in intensity. The The greater part of the trail consists
stepping on it quicker and harder, horizon changes to pure yellow; green of flights of stairs, but the last steps
but starters can't be surprised. They masses are seen through the scatter are cut into the canyon wall. At the
furs, men, pajamas on the streets, and are hard pieces of metal that will not ing mists; the sides of the mountains foot of the trail is a large rock, the
yield to coaxing, bribing, or swear are clad in a purple-red haze; and sides of which are washed by the
(By Viola Dixon)
children, sun-suits. They laugh at the
A long, long time ago there lived, ladies who paint their faces like In ing, much less surprises. I had heard high above all are seen the white rushing river. How every small and
in a far-off country, a facetious wag, dians, and never think how foolish of starters behaving in this manner peaks of eternal snow. A vapory blue insignificant one feels when at the
whom some called fool. There lived, they must have looked to the redmen. before, so I was able to inform my still covers the lake, but as the sun bottom of this deep gorge one stands
also, in this same country another Evidently one cannot tell a fool by aunt, with no little amount of arro rises higher and higher, it ascends to beside the foaming, heaving Yellow
gance, that the starter was stuck, and meet its parent cloud and finally dis stone River and sees the mighty wa
whom men called wise man. One day
his dress.
the fool betook himself to the wise
Perhaps the man's conduct will tell she said, "Stuck to what?" Well, how appears, leaving the golden sunrise ters leap with a deafening roar over
man and asked this question. If a us to which category he belongs. If should I know? It wasn't so much reflected in the glassy waters of the the precipice three hundred feet
man be considered a fool, how shall you wish to find out to which one the question of what it was stuck to lake.
above, and then like monstrous bil
he proceed to become a sage?" And your acquaintances belong, give him so much as the method by which to
Quite unlike this peaceful lake is lows go rolling down the gorge!
get it unstuck that interested me.
the fool, oh no! I meant the wise this test of standardized questions:
the roaring, foaming torrent of the
Not only in beauty, but also in
I went in search of a mechanic, but
man — was greatly troubled, for he
majesty of power, does the Grand
Does he spend his time work
river.
It
gathers
momentum
along
its
perceived that here was one long
^
^
ing earnestly to make money
course, so that when it reaches the Canyon surpass the other wonders of
since dubbed fool by undiscerning
<S>
Yellowstone National Park. It is in
to buy clothes, to show how
men, who doubted the sage's wisdom
<S>
A GENUINELY FUNNY
<S> gorge it has attained the speed of a every sense of the word, a master
much his salary is?
and thought to test him.
<S> essay is as rare, almost, as a ^ millrace. Just above the mouth of piece.
Does he enjoy himself night
How was he to answer?
The
<s> balmy January day in Minne- >$>
ly at places of amusement?
learned one did not want this simple'
i<r. sota. Try this little skit in <$>
Or does he ruin his health by
ton to seem judicious. In the first
-j- which colloquialisms abound.
<8>
studying everlastingly?
place, he knew himself to be no
vj>
Does he belong to that class
wiser than the fool and could not an
ed to live by Dewey's philosophy of
of fools which is against pro
(By Mamie Carlson)
swer the question. Secondly, he did
hibition or to that class of
mechanics are evidently of the retir
What a poor opinion Bertrand Rus education wherein he promulgates
not wish to be exposed. Then he
fools which is for it?
ing type, since the only one I could sell has of us as teachers! It is im the theory that "the case is of the
stroked his white beard till it resem
Does he bet on the Concordia
find was sound asleep. After making plied in his essay, "Education as a child. It is his present powers which
bled a kind of colorless corn silk
game with the Dragons or
a great deal of unnecessary noise, I Political Institution," that we do not are to be asserted, his present capaci
ruffled by the wind, and he looked
does he spend it wisely on
finally
succeeded in waking the see that the problem is of the child; ties which are to be exercised, and
very grave, though he said nothing.
horse races?
"sleeping beauty", and with due de our aim is to attempt to "produce be his present attitudes which are to be
(Take care to note this if you are a
liberation he consented to fix the car lief and acceptance of certain conclu realized."
G. Does he vote Republican or
fool.) At length, having deliberated
In the second place let us consider
Democrat? (He may be an
for me. Nice of him, I thought. He sions rather than thought; pass ex
with a ponderous slowness, he as
imbecile in either case.)
informed me on the way over to the aminations and acquire diplomas and what a fearful accusation is that in
sumed a look of anger, and boomed
Does he think Russia a blot
car that there was nothing about degrees"; as to method, "our concep
out these words, "Fools can ask ques
on the map of the world?
automobiles he did not understand. I tion of education as a form of drill, <S>
<S>
tions no wise man can answer.' And
didn't care to dispute it, but I had a means of unanimity through slavish8. Do you think he's a queer fel
<
»
E
V
E
R
B
E
E
N
D
I
S
G
U
S
T
E
D
<S>
the fool departed.
low, or does he belong to your
often noticed how willing men are to ness, is common"; the educative pro
<S> with the authoritative way an <£>
Some say, chagrined, he hid his
fraternity?
tell of their valuable qualities. I sup cess is "one long drudgery of exami
<i> a m a t e u r f o o t b a l l f a n i n s i s t s o n <§>
Does he believe that Musso
face in his hands, but I believe he
pose they have to be or how else nation tips and textbooks facts"; and
<$> telling the world how the team
lini is a menace to the Na
was smiling at the other fool. Thus
as far as discipline is concerned, "ele
would we know about them?
<t> should play? The same feeling <?*
goes the tale, but to me it seems un
tions?
I neglected giving him the diagno mentary education encourages the un
c o m e s o v e r s o m e o f u s w h e n a <i>
finished. Why should the fool wish
desirable
discipline
that
consists
of
10. If he is a student, does he
sis of the case, which proved to be a
<$> writer not familiar with what <?
blaspheme the professor who
to change himself to a Solomon, if the
passive
obedience
and
hardly
any
ex
mistake on my part. Always tell the
<$> is being done in the teaching <»•
assigned him a humorous
so-called Solomon found that a fool
mechanic what is wrong with The car isting education encourages the moral <•> profession begins to tell us <?>
theme, or does he write an
can ask questions which no wise man
before he starts working on it, or discipline of consistent self-direc • h o w t h e s c h o o l s s h o u l d b e r u n .
"A" paper which is sold at a
can answer? What shall it profit one
there is danger he never will find it. tion." In short—"our curriculum is <$>
<$>
high price to the leading col
to become sagacious?
These are
Having lifted the hood, this knowing fixed, the teachers overworked, and
lege magazine?
questions which have been troubling
creature peered within and said, "This education determined to produce a
11. Does he believe the war debt
educators for a long time. Perhaps
which we are told that our aim is to
car has no vacuum." Who said it dead level of mediocrity."
should be cancelled, or does
this discussion will settle it. There
Somehow I feel that this sad pic check freedom of thought and inquiry.
did? My aunt (who is always effer
he think the interest should
are those who believe one should be
vescing over something, and who ture is incomplete. There should have On the other hand, how ridiculous is
an authority on what he writes, which
be higher?
knows less about cars than even I) been included uncomfortable benches, the assertion that "spontaneous and
12. Is he ambitious, or is he a
makes me hope there is no doubt in
said, "We have one at home, but that a smoking fireplace,
a stern wielder disinterested desire for knowledge is
politician?
your mind as to which class I belong.
of a birch rod, scratching slates, dron remorselessly checked by teachers
doesn't help much now."
13. Does he put his money in the
That's all right. I have often susThe mechanic said, "Next time ing voices, and listless learners, for, who think only of examinations, diplo
bank, or in a safe place like a
pacted it myself.
Wring it along." I suspected that he most certainly, the picture is that of mas, and degrees." As to the former,
cup in the kitchen cupboard?
But we must go on. How is one to
was making fun of «my aunt, but I a bygone era in American education. show me the teacher who does not
You may judge him for a fool or a didn't object very strenuously. Served
know a fool when he sees one? A
As a teacher, I cannot stand idly hy glory in an original thought expressed
few centuries ago, they used to dress wise man by your own evaluation of her right for coming along.
and
allow such a conception of our by a pupil or who does not hail with
themselves in a motley suit with bells him from these pertinent questions
The mechanic's next remark was, efforts and ideals to go unchallenged. rejoicing and thanksgiving intelligent
and cap and bauble, but now they I have but one precaution to make. "The carburetor is leaking."
He In connection with the problem of questions that show a quickening in
dress just as you and I do. There are Once a learned man tried to decide might just as well have said the per education, we are accused of a lack terest. In fact, the teacher's aim is
some, to be sure, who think our how long it would take an angel to ambulator, or percolator, or any other of consideration and reverence for the usually the fostering of a spirit of
clothes proper uniforms for the ranks ! fly from heaven to earth. Many years kind of ator and I'd have accepted it child. I wonder if there is a teacher inquiry causing a natural propulsion
of the aforementioned class. They | later a fellow got interested in how as the truth. Who was I to question in the land who, having been trained or leading on. The aim of education
base their claims on such evidences • long it would take a man to fly from the statements of a mechanic? But within the last ten or fifteen years or is general which I, as a teacher, have
as the fact that young men and wo- earth to the heavens, and was called [ who cared where the car leaked, if ha vine attended educational meetings, made mv own is self-realization, lib_n
v.ithnm lmts in the winter a fool. Now we ask, "Which was the
(By Viola Dixon)
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A FOOL CAN ASK QUESTIONS

The Modern American Teacher
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WOMAN'S PLACE IN SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC LIFE

tion, initiative, and motivation—in
short, our object is the inducement of
vital experience and the stimulation
of activity. Drill is but a small part
of class procedure. Problems' that
stimulate thought, projects that entail
co-operation, appreciation lessons, so
cialized recitations, individualized in
struction, diagnostic and remedial
work, play an important part in the
modern school.
Concerning discipline it can no
longer be said that it is the autocratic
kind prevalent a generation ago. True,
there must be a certain amount of
authority vested in someone just as
there is in our government. It seems,
however, that we have graduated
from the monarchy stage to the de
mocracy stage through student gov
ernment and the co-operative project
plan. In fact, we have gone so far
in granting liberty and freedom in
our schools that this liberty is often
given as a cause for the increase in
juvenile delinquency.
As a descriptive word for our cur
riculum in general, "fixed" is most
surely not applicable. Vital, dynamic,
and flexible are scarcely too emphatic
—vital in that it is the result of
studies of contemporary life, dynamic
in that it is ever changing through
the work of educational committees,
laboratory schools, and bureaus of re
search, and flexible
in that the out
lines are broad and adaptable locally.
Lastly, I object to be characterized
as an overworked teacher. To me the
term denotes lack of vitality, jaded
nerves, and general drabness. This
is not true of most teachers. As a
whole they take their work seriously,
and this requires intense application,
but they are also keenly alive and
mentally alert.
In conclusion, I feel that it is only
fair to add that the ideals which Mr.
Russell sets forth are those which all
teachers, worthy the name of teach
er, have adopted and attempted to
live by during the last decade or
more. I think that we can safely say
that he is not abreast the modern
movement in education and therefore
his picture is not of us, but of those
who went before.
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had often ripped dresses and various
other articles of wearing apparel, but
never knew gears could be ripped,
and I said as much, but somehow it
made no impression on either of the
men.
By this time a third man appeared
upon the scene. Coming up to me he
said, "Haven't I met you some place
before?" Well, I've been places, so
maybe he had. Who cared, anyway?
Finding I was not interested in any
previous meeting, he suggested pull
ing my car with his, and after going
around the block so many times my
equilibrium was entirely unbalanced,
the starter gave a little click and
everything was in working order
again. How unfortunate that all our
troubles can't be solved with a
"clock".
When we arrived home my aunt
said, "I'm through riding with you."
So stuck starters have their good
points after all.

were resumed in the rural affiliated
schools on Monday.

Rural Teachers Study
Library Science Here

*
»
*
( Continued from page three )
The upper grade pupils of Oak
them independent of marriage as a
Miss Hougham is conducting a class
Mound school elected new officers for in Library Science for the teachers in
Significant as are such gains, they
the Pep Club. They are as follows: the affiliated rural schools. The class
should not be permitted to obscure
Ellen Kapperud, president; Amy Nel meets on Saturdays, the teachers
the fact that women as a class still
son, vice-president; Vivian Ellingson, coming in to the College for instruc
face certain handicaps, and as a class
secretary; Eleanor Boulton, treasur tion and demonstrations.
still face certain handicaps, and as
All prac
er; Vernon Larson, sergeant-at-arms, tice work is done in the libraries of
yet are not wholly adjusted to the
and
Evelyn
Ellingson,
librarian.
conditions of modern social and eco
the different schools under the super
Those elected to the Student Coun vision of Miss Bieri and Miss Houghnomic life. Modern industrialism, in
cil are: fifth
grade, Homer Jobes; am. The libraries will be classified
removing from the home most of the
sixth grade, Bessie Rehn; seventh and thoroughly organized, and in
economic functions formerly center
grade, Clifford Simonson;
eighth struction will be given to the pupils
ing in It, has deprived women of many
grade, Ellen Kapperud; ninth grade, in the use of books and the library.
useful economic activities by which
Evelyn Ahlbom.
in other times they contributed ma
terially to family support. As a con
<!>PI DELTA SIGMA INITIATES
-4>
sequence large numbers every year
THE BOOK SHELF
Sixteen new members will be initi
are seeking employment in occupa
<s>
«> ated into the Pi Delta Sigma at a tea
tions outside the home. Men still
play dominant roles in business, com
The following new books were re which will be held Sunday afternoon
merce, art, science and most of the
cently received and catalogued by the at the home of Mrs. Thornby.
professions, and women who enter
College library:
these fields sometimes And that they
Williams, J. M.: Expansion of Rural
Phone Off. 854-W
Res. 854-R
have prejudices to overcome and dis
Life.
criminations to face. In manufactur
Sims, N. L.: Elements of Rural SociD R. J. H. SANDNESS
ing and mechanical occupations,
Taylor, C. C.: Rural Sociology.
DENTIST
where two million women wage-earn
Principles of Rural-Urban Sociolers are employed, various inequalities
McMahon, T. S.: Social and Economic
First State Security Bldg.
Miss Lommen presented the differ
still exist.
Standards of Living.
ent departments of the Training Odell, C. W.: Educational Measure
Moorhead
Minnesota
The facts indicate that while wo
School with Christmas remembrances.
men have opportunities greater than
ment in High School.
The Kindergarten received a copy of Wilson, G. M. & Hoke: How to Measever before, they have not yet suc
"Heart's Desire"—Mother Goose; the Sorokin, P. A. & Zimmerman, C. C.:
cessfully adjusted themselves to some
Primary department, a beautiful set
of their environing institutions. Be
ure (revised).
Before You Buy a Car
of dishes; the Intermediate grade cot Russel: Standard Tests.
fore the American woman can take
tages and the seventh and eighth Robinson, Lennox, editor: Golden
full advantage of newly won oppor
Try the
grade cottage, a lovely plaster statue
tunities, many problems pertaining to
Treasury of Irish Verse.
called
the
"Young
Student."
her social and economic functions
Clarke, G. H., editor: Treasury of
Miss Hawkinson and Miss Lommen
"CHEVROLET SIX"
must be solved.
War Poetry.
presented the Cottage High School Lomax, J. A., compiler:
The great majority of women wageCowboy
with an Italian Marble Head of "A
earners are employed in low income
Songs and Other Frontier Bal
Maiden." These remembrances have
occupations offering little possibility
lads.
all found appropriate places in the Hutchins, Margaret, and others:
of advancement. One reason for this
cottages.
is the fact that so many of them are
Guide to the Use of Libraries.
Moorhead, Minnesota
from the disadvantaged economic
Ward, G. O.: Suggestive Outlines
classes, and enter industry, often as
and Methods for Teaching the
minors, uneducated, inexperienced,
Use of the Library.
and unskilled. Since they are com
^
^ Post, Emily: Personality of a House.
pelled to work by poverty and want,
Santa Claus brought several new Commerce Yearbook, 1930.
they have little choice in selecting
musical instruments to the primary Dickens, Charles: Oliver Twist.
their occupations.
International
children, the use of which they are Passy & Hemple:
THE OLOE8T BUSINESS HOUSE IN
To safeguard the lives and protect
French - English and Englishgladly contributing to their primary
the health of women wage-earners
French Dictionary.
band.
THE RED RIVER VALLEY
more than half the states have passed
•
*
•
Whitbeck: Economic Geography of
ESTABLISHED 1873
laws regulating the length of the
A small number of new enrollments
South America.
working day, sanitary conditions, and
are being registered in the Kinder
overtime work. However, some states
garten of children who were not old
A JOY-RIDE
have failed in this protective legisla
enough to enroll last fall.
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BABY DRAGONS TO
PLAY COMSTOCK HI
GILPIN AND SIM SON COACH
GREEN TEAM; THREE VET
ERANS RETURN

Endeavoring to uphold the stand
ards so firmly
established in past
years, the Baby Dragon cagers will
take the floor tomorrow morning to
pit their skill against the Comstock
High School basketeers in the Moorhead Armory at 10 o'clock. This will
mark the 1931 debut of the Training
School hoopsters, a team of practi
cally inexperienced players. Coach
Gilpin expressed himself as pleased
with the team's progress despite its
inexperience, and he assures all com
ers a stiff battle tomorrow.
Candidates Promising.

The lineup is not definite, but will
be picked from a group of eight can
didates.
Three lettermen, Harris
Vowles, guard, Clarence Schied,
guard, and Iver Grina, forward, will
no doubt be on the floor. Of the other
candidates the most promising and
those quite sure to see action tomor
row are: Julian Bjerkness, center;
Earl Oss. forward; Clifton Olson, for
ward; Vincent Oss, forward; and
Earl Martin, guard. These Blue and
Gold floor men are coached by Ches
ter Gilpin and Arthur Simson.
The contest schedule is not definite
ly arranged, but games are assured
with the A. C. Academy, Moorhead
High Reserves, and Oak Grove. Also,
there is a possibility of booking ex
change games with high schools at
Perley. Glyndon, and Hitterdal.
A COMPARISON OF MORE'S
"UTOPIA" AND BACON'S
"NEW ATLANTIS"
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the officials, of the father at the fam
ily feast, and others is a very elab
orate and ornate one. Whereas, to
More all this seems ridiculous, and
he pictures his society where all are
dressed uniformly. Intellectually,
Bacon is a reformer anij idealist, but
socially and politically he is a con
servative and conformist.
Unlike More, Bacon regarded the
family as the unit of society and gave
a special place of honor to the father
of large families. Both authors at
tacked the loose marriage relations
of the day and urged monogamous
marriage, faithfully observed, as the
ideal of a good society.
Bacon's state was ruled by a king,
but a king ruling by sheer ability.
He favored strong monarchy and an
orderly and well-graded society, main
taining that submission to a ruler is
as natural as the obedience of a child
to its parents. He recognized ranks,
degrees, etc., as appointed by God
and necessary for human happiness.
More did not permit the subordina
tion of one individual to another. In
his society, every thirty families elect
a magistrate or Philarch whose duty
it is to see that no man sits idle.
More had no sympathy for the ma
terialism and absolutism of the day,
and satirized the evils of English so
cial and economic life, and described
a land where these evils have been
remedied. His Utopia was a national,
democratic state with large powers of
self-government.
More disparaged war and favored
religious toleration, whereas Bacon
was a strong supporter of war and
expansion. War in Utopia was rare,
but when it was necessary they used
the gold and silver derived from their
trade with other nations to buy na
tives of other lands to fight for them,
as they did not wish to send their
own men only when necessary. The
Utopians expanded their possessions
only when needed to feed an increas
ing population which could not be
taken care of upon the products of
their own land.
More found the chief evil in society
to be the institution of private prop
erty, and he pictured a new regime
of peace and plenty under a system of
communism,—a social order based on
reason and justice. But Bacon looked
to science as the hope for the future,
refusing to see that while the devel
opment of science was necessary it
was not sufficient. For people must
not only produce, but learn the art of
social co-operation and determine how
these new inventions and discoveries
may be applied to the broadest pos
sible social ends. In science, Bacon
looked to the future, while in political
thought he had no insight into the
newer currents that were moving in
the direction of liberty. More's social
order was based on reason and jus
tice, and through it all breathes the
whole spirit of the New Learning, in
trade, politics, social life, and religion.
It is full of subtle irony with here and
there brilliant flashes of wit. There
is a sense of reality permeating
through both books, making us feel
that the fulfillment of the dreams of
these philosophers could Jxa^-fealizedj^
in communities wbgyjT the ideas of
re^ojg
both are
combined.
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Dragon Boxers Win
Bouts on Elks Card

FACULTY SCATTER
DURING HOLIDAYS

Halonen, Soudan, secretary-treasurer.
Plans were considered for their an
nual winter dance to be given some
time this month, but details were left
( Continued from page one )
to be settled at a session on the com
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. L. Pricer, ing Wednesday at 2:00 o'clock.
of Normal, Illinois. The only regret
table thing about her visit was that
Miss'Hayes' illusions as to the popu
<$>
larity of the classics with modern
<S>
EXCHANGE PAPERS
youth suffered a severe jolt.
<®>
Even though their vacation was cut
F r o m t h e h o m e t o w n s o f s t u  <s>
short by President and Mrs. Macd e n t s a t t h e C o l l e g e w e r e c e i v e <s>
Lean's visit to the Twin Cities, they
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 5 0 e x c h a n g e p a  <s>
report an enjoyable Christmas spent
p e r s e a c h w e e k . F o r t h e b e n e  <s>
in Red Wing at the home of their
f i t o f t h e s t u d e n t b o d y , t h e s e <§>
daughter, Mrs. Robert Featherstone.
a r e f i l e d i n a c a b i n e t r e c e n t l y <e>
Miss Lommen also spent some time
placed in the Exchange. All
in the Twin Cities besides visiting
s t u d e n t s m a y r e a d t h e s e p a  <$>
her home at Caledonia, Minnesota.
pers, but are asked not to car
ry the paper away—others may
wish to read that paper also.

Many Visit Relatives.

Miss Fitzmaurice enjoyed her vaca
tion in Chicago at the home of her
parents, as did Miss McKellar at
Blanchardville, Wis.; Miss Wenck at
Garner, Iowa; Miss Sorknes at Madi
son, Minn.; and Miss Carlson at Cam
den Station, Minneapolis.
Others who spent the holidays away
from Moorhead were; Miss Dahl, at
her brother's home in Duluth; Miss
Evenson, at her home in Wolverton,
Minn.; Miss Hawkinson, at St. Paul;
Miss Jones, at St. Cloud; Miss Korsbrek at Wheaton; Miss Tainter, at
Hawley; Miss Thumm, at Fingal, N.
D.; and Mr. and Mrs. Weltzin, at Bat
tle Lake.

<S>

A N ARTISTIC
ACHIEVEMENT

<s>,

<s>l
•$>
<»
<S> 3> <J> <§•<$><$> <$>'

We Welcome
You Back
And Wish You
A Very

HAPPY
NEW YEAR

Some Fish.

Mr. and Mrs. Kise made a quick
trip to Erskine, Minn., to spend
Christmas with Mrs. Rise's parents,
but spent the rest of their vacation
in Moorhead. Miss Solem merely ex
tended her visit, caused by illness, at
her home in Benson, Minn.
The rest of the M. S. T. C. faculty
spent their vacations in Moorhead,
eating, sleeping, playing at the Ar
mory, and in some cases fishing.
Dr.
Archer, Dr. Locke, Mr. Nemzek, and
his brothers, and Mr. Sande tried win
ter fishing in the Minnesota lake re
gion.

( Continued from page two )
for vain honors, the exhilaration from
hunUng beasts, the pleasure from
playing dice, etc. Rather cultivate
the legitimate pleasures as the con
templation of truth, the study of art
and literature, the enjoyment of good
health. Delight in the happiness of
others is virtue, and the purpose of
law is to divide equally the substance
of joy.
Bacon, also, adhered to th6 greatest
happiness for the greatest number
theory, but his method of obtaining
it was very different from that of
"M" CLUB ELECTS NEW
More's. His aim was to obtain "the
OFFICERS WEDNESDAY
knowledge of the causes and the
secret motions of things and the en
Meeting for the first time this year
larging of the bounds of human em
on Wednesday, the "M" Club elected
pire, to the effecting of all things pos
"Hub" Nelson, Moorhead, president.
sible."
His "hands" are George Anderson,
Becon believed that the growth of
Moorhead,
vice-president, and Eddie
true knowledge brings relief to man's
estate and therefore it was necessary
to interpret nature. He sketched a
college of research, called Solomon's
House, where scientists were eternally
engaged in discovering new scientific
truths and principles—Bacon also sees
refrigeration and the modern airship—
new metals made, a great tower for
observation of weather and meteors,
new fruits and flowers
brought into
being, deep caves for conserving and
regaining health, and attempts to
widen human intelligence. His idea
was not a communism in property as
More's, but a communism in knowl
edge.
Bacon, in developing his social in
stitution, shows More's influence.
Both endeavored to keep out foreign
^.influences as tending to corrupt the
M
on. If strangers did land, in
popti
either cas-~ ,hey were treated very
hospitably ailtt-, ^ ,he bf1 °' the
land. In order to" haVt
advan
<s>
tages of foreign intercourse
?/
<$>
ORCHESTRA MEETINGS
its disadvantages. Bacon created Solv <$>
<$>
mon's House which sent out men <*•
M r . P r e s t o n w i s h e s t o a n  <s>
every twelve years to observe the <•>
progress of science elsewhere. Thus • n o u n c e t h a t f r o m n o w o n t h e <$>
trade was not for gold and silver, silk a, m e m b e r s o f t h e s c h o o l o r c h e s  <s>
or spices—but for "God's first crea • t r a w i l l m e e t e v e r y W e d n e s  <8>
ture which was light; to have light, • d a y f r o m 3 : 4 0 o ' c l o c k t o 6 : 0 0 <8>
I say, in all parts of the world." The <?> o ' c l o c k f o r t h e i r w e e k l y p r a c  <»
<$>
Utopians, however, carried on a trade <$• t i c e .
with other nations, selling them their <S>
surplus produce and using the gold
and silver derived therefrom in case
of war, or to aid the poor of that DRAMATIC CLUB TO TAKE
country.
IN NEW MEMBERS SOON
More did not believe in the institu
tion of private property, but that the
The Dramatic Club is planning the
general welfare could better be pro
initiation of its new members; the
moted through a system of collectiv
ism. By abolishing ownership, goods service will be conducted Friday,
could be divided equally, justly, and January 16. Entrance to the club is
for the happiness of all. Therefore, based on general dramatic ability,
the state of Utopia was based upon and those persons who have received
the community of goods. There is no
an "A" in Reading and Speech are
conspiracy of the rich to exploit the
poor, as there is nothing to own, and also eligible.
each is honestly concerned with the
thing that is common. He persecuted MISS BIERI SPEAKS ON
money, gold and silver, and used them
ART AT NANCIO MEETING
only for base purposes in order to
destroy their function.
The Nancio Club held its first meet
Bacon shows a more conservative ing of the year on Tuesday afternoon
and aristocratic tone of mind, as he at 3:45 in Mr. Bridges' room. Miss
does not disregard money, pomp, and
splendor, but rather attaches a great Bieri was the speaker at the meeting,
deal of importance to state and splen her subject being "Art in the School."
dor in human life. His description of Attendance was checked at the meet-

The Dragon maulers again came out
on top as the headliners of the Elks
card on Tuesday. Albert Zech, for
mer student, and now coach at Dilworth, was awarded the decision over
Heenan Summerville, the Wahpeton
champion, in a four-round bout as the
feature of the evening.
"Tiger" Cy Bielfeldt, Dragon hardhitter, scored a technical knockout in
the second round over another Wah
peton product, Roman Michels. In a
four-round tilt Henry Ruegamer, mid
get Dragon bruiser, won a decision
over Billy Dunn of Fargo.

'The Store of Friendly
Personal Service"
Every classic line of this new pattern in ster
ling expresses theaspiri ng beauty of contemporary an. A design symmetrically perfect
. . . repeated front and back. The work of
Eliel Saarinen. first exhibited at the Metro
politan Museum in New York. Now on dis
play in flatware and matching hollow ware.
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Fine Jewelry

Moorhead

Comstock Beauty Parlor & Barber Shop
If your hair is not becoming to you, you better
be coming to us.
Phone
3593 W.
In M. S. T. C. Folks Always Think of Briggs
When They Think of Flowers.

BRIGGS FLORAL COMPANY

J. C.
Penney

CALL AND SEE OR PIJON&-US.
Moorhead, Minn.
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Home of Paramount Pictures

Adults 50c, Children 10c
Midnight Show Saturday
CONTINUOUS SUNDAY

January Clearance Sale

Mens

For Outstanding Values—For Real Quality

All-Wool

SEE

Sleeveless

The Palace

Sweaters

SUITS — OVERCOATS
$16.85 to $34.85
SHIRTS—89c-$1.69
SOX—5 pair $1.00
SWEATERS—20% Discount

White

And

"EVERY INCH A CLOTHING STORE"

Popular

WATCH
OUR
WINDOWS

Colors

OPEN
SATURDAY
EVENING

STERN and FIELD - Moorhead

$1.98

Tune in on Palace Feature Program, Friday Evening, 6:15,
KGFKe Moorhead, "The Voice of Quality."
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